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SOCIAL ART PRACTICE DELIVERS
THE OUTDOOR LIVING ROOMS OF MATTHEW MAZZOTTA

CHRISTINA LANZL

I think about both the Outdoor Living Rooms and the final artworks that are
developed from them as fruit. Many plants produce fruit, which is designed to
be colourful, attractive, sweet-smelling, shiny, tasty, and accessible. However,
plants do not produce fruit just to be attractive so that animals eat it. Fruit is
designed in such a way that when an animal eats it, they also eat the seeds of the
fruit. These seeds are where the information of the plant is stored, ready to be
planted and grow in other areas of the world. By attracting an animal to eat the
fruit, the plant is transferring and disseminating information and knowledge in
a symbiotic process of outreach and renewal. I design my process with the same
strategy as fruit. I try to create spaces as spectacles that are whimsical, colourful,
wondrous, and accessible to create a situation that pulls people into the piece
through their own curiosity and interest. A place where people start to make
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new stories and engage in new conversations that are just under the surface, but
have not had the time or space to OCCur.
I
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A sidewalk, park, plaza, even a parking lot can become a living room-a

com-

fortable place filled with people who converse, discuss, or simply enjoy each other's
company. This insight has led artist Matthew Mazzotta to conceive his Outdoor Living

Rooms (2007-ongoing).

For these temporary performative interventions, local residents interested in meeting and participating lend pieces of furniture, rugs, and acces-

sories, which are then arranged at a central location. Like any good host, Matthew sets
out refreshments and invites everyone who passes by to join him in conversation. His
disarmingly simple premise is to engage deeply and without any preconceived notion
of what the outcome might be. A visitor's initial entry into a dialogue happens without
regard to impetus, whether the intent is meeting the artist, other residents, or to participate in the project.

Matthew describes his Outdoor LiVing Rooms approach as being central to his
artistic process, which garners Opportunities for direct engagement in shaping new
forms of social interaction and neighbourhood transformation, that is, cultural, economic development at the grass-roots level. A large amount of research is necessary
for this socio-environmental practice. Therefore, the artist initially visits with one goal
only: to listen. To do so, the temporary Outdoor Living Rooms intervention has

Matthew Mazzotta, artist statement, 2017,
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Matthew Mazo , Olltdoo Living Rooms, (FROM TOP) Albuquerque, 2014, Jeddah, 2017, and ingapore,
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become his trademark.
spaces for community

He places his impromptu living rooms outside of the usual
meetings like civic or academic centres. Rather, he performs

them in the public spaces that people traverse every day. Matthew specifically tries to
attract the voices of people who don't have time to go to scheduled meetings or have
never thought about being part of an art project.
This approach

results in distinct opportunities for personal, essential, and

meaningful exchanges-either

as temporary interventions or permanent, site-specific

meeting places. During the open exchange, participants usually quickly hone in on
what truly matters: local affairs, opportunities, and challenges, followed by dreaming
and wishful thinking. Remarkably, experience has proven that a common understanding of the central issues and deficiencies already exists. Once identified, potential remedies or solutions can be brainstormed. Gathering a large amount of information
quickly, the artist in partnership with the residents can then take action. Mazzotta's
mantra is: "The solution is already there. The artist just creates the story to inspire the
local community to reorganise their resources'? Specificially, the successive phases
consist of assessment, planning, and implementation.
More and more often, the resulting projects are becoming meeting places for
the locals because this type of place is either altogether absent or has disappeared
~

2

from their community. New, permanent gathering spots become important assets.
Conceived by an artist, the outcomes are poetic, permanent design-build projects that

~

integrate art with technology in a sustainable approach. Reused and repurposed ma-

~
~
::;

terials and a dedication to getting the work done-by uniting local talent with specialised, applicable resources Matthew brings to the table-have led to deeply cherished
communal venues: the people of York, Alabama, built Open House (2013), a house
that transforms into a theatre by physically unfolding. Lyons, Nebraska, now houses

Storefront Theater (2015), where a formerly vacant bUilding's storefront folds down
with the push of a button, adding a cinema to Main Street that contributes to revitalising downtown. At Farmers Park, Missouri, a rain-harvesting shelter, Cloud House
(2016) surprises with the sound of rain on a tin roof when visitors sit down in a rocking chair. In Ieddah, Saudi Arabia, and in Singapore, Matthew is working on new
projects, for which the research has been completed during on-site, informal conversations in early 2017.

2
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Matthew

Mazzotta,

artist interview

by

Christina

LanzI, January 11, 2017.

Matthew Mazzotta has realised Outdoor LiVing Rooms in more than 20 loc tl
bvinvt
ject sites in the United States include Albuquerque,
New Mexico' Athens Ga lon~ Y inVitation. Urban and rural proLouisville,
Kentucky; Lyons, Nebraska; Springfield,
Missouri' a~d York
~orgla (5); Haverhill. New Hampshire (2);
and Singapore.
.
,a
ama, as well as Jeddah, Saudi Arabia,
Matthew Mazzotta, quoted in Scott Rodd, "From an abandoned house to a st t
theater;' in The Renewal Project, http://www.thereneWaIProject.com/from_an~~~ur~ that unfolds into a community
unfoJds-jnto-a-community-theater/,
July 27, 2016.
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Since the first application in 2007, Matthew has been invited to similar open-air
settings no less than 20 times, and he plans to continue in this trajectory for the foreseeable future.' Outdoor Living Rooms has become a highly successful planning tool in
developing the vision for an actual outcome of his public art projects. What's truly
remarkable is the high level of participation of people who usually do not partake in
the process. This way, Matthew captures what he has termed "the authentic voice."
Recently, in Athens, Georgia (United States), Outdoor Living Rooms became an innovative model for outreach during the development of a new, citywide public art plantrue to Matthew's premise of disallowing preconceived notions of outcome. Grassroots research in a comfortable setting, where the time factor is irrelevant, lies at the
heart of his methodology.
Matthew's practice is focused on the architecture of social space with the objective to assist communities in realising their dreams: "If people can sit together,
they can dream together'" This parameter offers the opportunity to ignite profound
change using art as a catalyst for a new, compelling introduction of change in a
locale. Some of the ideas garnered through the ideation process with communities
have been realised as experiential "spaces of critique" or "third spaces." The artist
understands these places as being devoid of overt political themes, which presents
an opportunity for dialogue. He ensures that the invitation into an area surrounding an issue is not polarising, but becomes engaging from a maximum number of
viewpoints. It is important that the chosen location does not provoke anger, or
cause people to be fearful and instinctively protective of their cultural and personal histories. Rather, he intends to design places where people enter out of curiosity and childlike interest on their own terms. Outdoor Living Rooms offers a point
of entry at the beginning, when Matthew partners with a community, a funding
agency, or a city government following an invitation.
The intent of Outdoor Living Rooms is to create new local cultural settings
through multidimensional collaborative experiences in an interdisciplinary planning process. Through the artist's temporary intervention as the locus for informal conversation (charrette), a community develops a vision, work plan, and goals
that allow everyone to work together toward a transformative experience. To
Matthew, meeting and working together collaboratively offers a win-win for all.
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